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Abstract— The small carrier wavelengths at mmWave frequen-
cies enable a large number of antenna elements to be packed into
a relatively small form factor. While existing implementations
employ RF beamforming, it is now becoming possible to realize
fully digital beamforming, with each antenna interfaced to a
separate RF chain. This opens up the possibility of supporting
multiuser MIMO, with the number of simultaneous users scales
linearly with the number of antenna elements.

In this paper, we investigate the impact of two fundamental
hardware challenges in supporting such a fully digital architec-
ture: the large bandwidth limits the available precision of analog-
to-digital conversion, and the massive number of RF chains at
mmWave frequencies constrains area and power consumption,
which motivates relaxing the specifications on RF nonlinearities
such as the IIP3. We provide guidelines on ADC precision
and RF specifications for a multiuser MIMO uplink using a
linear MMSE receiver, with nominal parameters corresponding
to outdoor picocells operating at a data rate of 10 Gbps per user,
and a carrier frequency of 140 GHz. Specifically, in nonlinearity-
limited scenarios, we show that the output SNR of a user is
proportional directly to the intrinsic SNR due to the nonlinearity
self-noise and inversely to the system load factor.

Keywords—All-digital massive MIMO Uplink design, LoS chan-
nel, Nonlinearity (IIP3), low-precision ADC, Load Factor, LMMSE.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in silicon-based Radio Frequency Integrated Cir-
cuits (RFICs) are expected to enable next-generation com-
munication systems to exploit the vast amounts of spectrum
in the millimeter wave (mmWave) bands. The small carrier
wavelengths enable the implementation of antenna arrays with
a large number of elements in compact form factors. In this
paper, we consider a mmWave massive MIMO uplink system
design using a carrier frequency of 140 GHz for small cell
applications, supporting a large number of users at data rates
of 10 Gbps per user, targeting ranges of up to 100 m. While
early prototypes for mmWave transceivers in the 28 and 60
GHz bands employ RF or hybrid beamforming, advances in
silicon will soon enable the number of RF chains to scale
with the number of antennas, hence we explore an all-digital
architecture, similar to those that have become the norm for
existing systems at lower carrier frequencies.
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A. Massive MIMO Uplink

We consider a massive MIMO uplink with LoS channels
between mobiles and base station. Let M denotes the number
of simultaneous users and N denotes the number of base
station antennas with β = M

N termed the load factor. Our
running example is for N = 256 base station antennas and β
ranging from 1

16 to 1
2 (i.e., M ranging from 16 to 128). To

see the potential of such a system, suppose that the bandwidth
is 5 GHz and that each user employs QPSK modulation (with
high-rate channel coding). Ignoring channel coding overhead,
the data rate per user is 10 Gbps, and the aggregate throughput
ranges from 0.16 to 1.28 Tbps!

We note that the link budget for such a system is realizable
with low-cost silicon:
• antenna element gain covering a hemisphere is 3 dBi,
• 16-element array at the mobile gives 12 dB transmit

beamforming gain, plus 12 dB power pooling gain,
• 256-element array in the base station gives 24 dB receive

beamforming gain,
• noise figure for each RF chain in the base station of 7

dB,
• the thermal noise of 5GHz BW is about -77 dBm,
• and the free space path loss of an edge user at 100 m

using a carrier frequency of 140 GHz is about 115 dB.
The transmit power required from each Power Amplifier (PA)
at the mobile to achieve a target SNRedge can now be
computed as PPA = SNRedge|dB − 9 dBm. For example,
SNRedge of about 16 dB (shown later to suffice for our
system design) requires 7 dBm PA output, which is realizable
in CMOS (CMOS designs of up to 11 dBm have been reported
in [1]).

B. Contributions

In this paper, we investigate two potential bottlenecks in
realizing this vision: Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) for
such high bandwidths and linear RF front ends at such high
carrier frequencies, are both costly (in terms of chip area) and
power-hungry. We would like, therefore, to design with the
smallest number of bits of ADC precision and the highest level
of RF nonlinearity (in terms of IIP3) possible; both of which
boil down to the question of how much overall nonlinearity
we can get away with. In this paper, we provide an analytical
framework that provides quantitative design prescriptions re-
garding these. Specifically, the level of tolerable nonlinearity
depends on the load factor β. For example, 2-3 bits of ADC
precision and an IIP3 of 9 dB suffice for β = 1

16 , while β = 1
2

requires 4-5 bits of ADC precision and an IIP3 of 16 dB.
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Our technical approach begins with the observation that,
even for a moderate number of simultaneous users, the input
to each antenna is well modeled as a zero-mean complex
Gaussian random variable. This, together with a Bussgang
decomposition for the ADC and RF nonlinearities, allows us to
derive a matched filter bound on the performance of a generic
user, which captures the effect of self-noise generated by the
nonlinearity. This is then put together with a pessimistic esti-
mate of the noise enhancement due to linear MMSE reception
(the strategy assumed here) to provide an estimate of the SINR
(signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio). Specializing this to an
edge user then yields the design prescriptions required to
operate at low outage probability.

C. Related Work
There is a growing body of recent work on the spectral

efficiency for quantized massive MIMO. The work of [2]–[5]
used a Bussgang approximation to model the DAC and ADC.
In [2], the authors derived a lower bound on the achievable rate
of M×N quantized MIMO system. The authors of [3] derived
the asymptotic achievable rate for the downlink channel in the
presence of ADC and DAC. They discovered that increasing
the load factor by four times requires one more bit of the ADC
and DAC. In [4], the authors proposed a channel estimation
algorithm and an approximation for the achievable rate of
the quantized uplink massive MIMO system. Authors of [5]
proposed a channel estimation algorithm for a channel selective
quantized uplink massive MIMO system that deploys OFDM.
In [6], They compared digital and hybrid RF beamforming
architectures for the downlink and showed that the All-digital
architecture is the most area and power efficient. A detailed
hardware model was used in [7] for downlink modeling.

While our analytical approach leverages Bussgang approx-
imations for nonlinearities as in prior work [2]–[5], we are
able to provide compact design prescriptions by combining
the matched filter bound with estimated noise enhancement,
together with averaging over the spatial distribution of users.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1 shows the system model. The base station performs
horizontal scanning with a 1D half-wavelength spaced N -
element array. Fig. 1 shows the antenna array and the coordi-
nate system. We constrain the field of view to −π/2 + δθ ≤
θ ≤ π/2−δθ, and choose δθ such that no grating lobe appears
in the array radiation pattern. Each mobile is assumed to be
able to perform ideal transmit beamforming towards the base
station.

The mobiles are uniformly distributed inside a region bor-
dered by a minimum and a maximum distance away from
the base station, Rmin and Rmax, respectively. A spatial fre-
quency Ωm = 2π dx

λ sin θm defines the angular location of
the mth mobile. While the mobiles are placed randomly in
our simulations, we enforce a minimum separation in spatial
frequency between any two mobiles in order not to incur
excessive interference, arbitrarily choosing it as half the 3dB
beamwidth: ΔΩmin = 2.783

N [8]. For example, The system
could schedule such mobiles in different time slots. Fig. 2

Figure 1: The figure illustrates the studied system model. The
cell size is constrained radially between Rmin and Rmax and
angularly between −π/2 + δθ ≤ θ ≤ π/2 − δθ. UE and
BW3dB stand for the user equipment and the 3 dB beamwidth,
respectively. We model the RF nonlinearity by a saturated third
order polynomial model and use an overloaded uniform ADC
with k-bit per dimension. A linear MMSE receiver is used after
the ADCs.

illustrates an instantiation of the mobiles distribution over
the cell area and the interference between two users if a
spatial matched filter is used. We assume a Line-of-Sight (LoS)
channel between the base station and the mobiles with no
shadowing nor fading. The channel vector for the mth mobile
can be written as follows:

hm = Am [1 ejΩm ej2Ωm . . . ej(N−1)Ωm ]ᵀ. (1)

where A2
m =

(
λ

4πRm

)2
depends on the radial location Rm of

mobile m, using the Friis formula for path loss. In the remain-
der of this section, we describe the nonlinearities modeled in
our design. The LMMSE receiver used in the digital backend
accounts for the self-noise coming from these nonlinearities
(characterized in the next section), as well as the thermal noise.

A. RF Nonlinearity Model
We have reduced all amplification stages in an RF chain into

one nonlinearity stage with unity gain. We model the amplitude
nonlinearity distortion using a saturated third-order polynomial
function, as follows,

y(t) =

⎧⎨
⎩
x(t)(1− 4|x(t)|2

3×IIP3
) if |x(t)|2 ≤ IIP3

4
x(t)

3|x(t)|
√

IIP3 if |x(t)|2 > IIP3

4

(2)

We use the third-order Input Intercept Point (IIP3) to describe
the coefficient of the third order term. IIP3 is an important de-
sign parameter for RF designers [9]. In the above formulation
and without loss of generality, we assume that the average
power of the input signal E(|x(t)|2) = 0 dBm. Thus, we
adjust the power of the input signal to be 0 dBm before it
goes through the nonlinearity. Hence, the IIP3 used is called
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Figure 2: Fig. (a) depicts an instantiation of 128 mobiles on
a polar chart of cell constrained by Rmin = 5m and Rmax =
100m radially, and −π/2+ π/20 ≤ θ ≤ π/2− π/20. Fig. (b)
shows the kernel of the cross-correlation of the channels of
two adjacent users with a spatial frequency difference of ΔΩ,
where h̃i = hi/

√
N . Note that the closest two users, whose

relative spatial frequencies are depicted by the red points, are
separated by larger or equal to half the 3dB Beamwidth.

normalized IIP3 and is specified in dB. In this work, we
consider the nonlinearity to be memoryless and free of phase
distortion. Fig. 3 (a) illustrates examples of the nonlinearity
model I/O characteristics.

B. ADC Model
We employ an overloaded uniform ADC [10]. It comprises

two regions in its I/O characteristic, the granular and overload
regions. The granular region is quantized uniformly; hence
the quantization noise is bounded. On the other hand, one
quantization level represents the overload region, so that the
error is unbounded. Similar to the RF nonlinearity, we adjust
the power of the incoming signal to be 0 dBm per dimension
and design the quantizer based on that. Fig. 3 (b) depicts an
example of an overloaded uniform quantizer for a standard
Gaussian signal.

III. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

We first perform a Bussgang linearization for the received
signal at each antenna element, from which we can develop a
matched filter bound for the output SNR when considering
only the self-noise induced by the nonlinearity. We then
include the impact of thermal noise into the matched filter
bound. Subsequently, we derive a lower bound for the LMMSE
output SINR by using the noise enhancement for an ideal
system (with no nonlinearity) as an upper bound for that in
our system.

A. Bussgang linearization
For a zero mean complex random variable Z and a non-

linearity g(·), we can compute the best linear fit aZ (in the
MMSE sense) using the orthogonality principle:

E[(g(Z)− aZ)Z∗] = 0,
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Figure 3: This work studies the nonlinearity and quantization
effect on the performance of a massive MIMO uplink system.
Fig. (a) illustrates curves of different nonlinearity models char-
acterized by their IIP3. It also shows the histogram of the com-
plex envelope amplitude for a normalized-to-0dBm passband
signal. Fig. (b) Illustrates the histogram of the real/imaginary
parts of the normalized-to-0dBm baseband signal along with
ADC quantization bins. The ADC I/O characteristic comprises
the Granular and Overload regions. Highly probable small
quantization errors characterize the granular region. On the
other hand, low-probability large clipping errors characterize
the overload region.

so that
a =

E[g(Z)Z∗]
E[|Z|2] , (3)

with the variance of the approximation error is given by

σ2
NL = E[|g(Z)|2]− |E[g(Z)Z∗]|2

E[|Z|2] . (4)

We can explicitly compute a and σ2
NL for any distribution

for Z. In our case, we wish to apply this to the received
signal at each antenna, which, by virtue of the central limit
theorem, is well modeled as zero-mean complex Gaussian even
for a moderate number of mobiles. We, therefore, compute the
Bussgang linearization a and σ2

NL for a normalized setting,
Z ∼ CN(0, 1), and then scale it appropriately.

Let us now define the intrinsic SNR of the nonlinearity g as

SNR(g) =
a2

σ2
NL

. (5)

Approximating the received signals at different antenna ele-
ments as jointly Gaussian, we can use Bussgang’s original
result [11] to infer that the error terms across the antennas
are uncorrelated. We now discuss how this model can be used
to get an optimistic estimate, or matched filter bound, for any
given user in a multiuser MIMO system (with a large enough
number of users that the preceding Gaussian model for the
incoming signal at each antenna holds).

B. Matched filter bound for self-noise from nonlinearity
Suppose that {Am,m = 1, . . . ,M} are the amplitudes

of the incoming waves for the M users. We can therefore
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model the incoming signal at each receive antenna as Z̃ ∼
CN(0,

∑M
m=1 A

2
m). Our prior analysis of nonlinearity g goes

through if we scale the incoming signal to unit variance as
follows,

Z =
Z̃

s
,

where the scale factor s is given by

s2 = MA2
rms, (6)

and

Arms =

√√√√ 1

M

M∑
m=1

A2
m (7)

is the root mean square (rms) amplitude, averaged across users.
We, therefore, have g(Z) = aZ + e as a per-antenna model

for the normalized received signal. Now, when we correlate
against the spatial matched filter for the mth user across the
N antennas, and ignore the interference from other users, we
obtain the output

ym = aNAm/s+ n,

where σ2
n = Nσ2

NL.
Thus, the output SNR of the matched filter for the mth user

is given by

SNRmf(g)
m =

a2N2A2
m/s2

Nσ2
NL

= SNR(g)
A2

m

βA2
rms

, (8)

where β = M
N is the load factor. It is clear, therefore, that

performance depends on the intrinsic SNR of the nonlinearity,
the load factor, and the ratio of the strength of the given user
compared to the average user strength.

We are interested in supporting users at the cell edge. hence
we now set Am to the worst-case amplitude Amin, while
computing Arms by a statistical average

√
E[A2] given the

users distribution, assuming a large enough number of users.
For example, for users who are uniformly distributed over the
area bounded by [Rmin, Rmax] and a given angular range, we
obtain upon straightforward computation that:

A2
min

A2
rms

=
1− R2

min

R2
max

2 log Rmax

Rmin

.

This yields that

SNR
mf(g)
edge = SNR(g)

1

β

1− R2
min

R2
max

2 log Rmax

Rmin

.

C. Matched filter bound with thermal noise
Suppose that σ2

th is the variance of the complex Gaussian
thermal noise at each antenna. Summing up the variance of the
self-noise and the thermal noise at the matched filter output,
it can be shown that

SNR
mf(g+σ2

th)
edge =

1
1

SNR
mf(g)
edge

+ 1+SNR(g)
SNR(g)

1

SNR
mf(σ2

th)

edge

, (9)
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Figure 4: Fig. (a) shows the BER that 95% of the UEs have
better than in an ideal system, i.e., no ADC or nonlinearities,
for different load factors. Fig (b) collects the SNRs of the edge
user, i.e., at 100 m away from the base station, that guarantee
that 95% of the mobiles have raw BER of 10−3 for different
load factors. We use the gap in SNR between the multiuser
case and single-user case in Fig. (b) to account for interference
and noise enhancement when we drive a lower bound on the
LMMSE output SINR.

where

SNR
mf(σ2

th)
edge =

NA2
min

σ2
th

.

D. Lower bound on LMMSE output SINR
The effective noise variance is increased by the self-noise

due to the nonlinearity, for a given user configuration. One can
then show that while the output SINR for each user is larger in
the ideal system, the ratio of the SNR to output SINR (or their
difference in dB) is also larger in the ideal system. That is, the
noise enhancement in the ideal system, which we denote by
SINRGap

Ideal, is an upper bound on that for the actual system.
We compute this noise enhancement bound numerically by

evaluating SINRGap
Ideal through simulations, as shown in Fig.

4, where SNRedge =
NA2

100m

σ2
th

, and A100m is the received
amplitude of the user at 100 m.

If we interpret LMMSE reception in the ideal system at
the relatively large SNRs considered here as being close to
zero-forcing reception, an intuitive approximation for the noise
enhancement is given by

SINRGap
Ideal ≈ 1− M − 1

N
.

We find that this approximation is quite accurate in the regime
considered here, but we do not at present have an analytical
characterization.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The system parameters are as described in Sections I and II,
and power control is not employed. We measure link quality
by the outage probability at a target uncoded BER of 10−3
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Table I: This table lists the intrinsic SNR of the ADC, and the
matched filter bound for an edge user (due to ADC alone) for
load factors of 1

2 and 1
16 .

k SNR(g) β = 1/2, SNR
mf(g)
edge β = 1/16, SNR

mf(g)
edge

1 2.4 dB -2.4 dB 6.6 dB
2 8.8 dB 4 dB 13 dB
3 14.3 dB 9.5 dB 18.5 dB
4 19.6 dB 14.8 dB 23.8 dB
5 24.9 dB 20.1 dB 29.1 dB

using QPSK. This target BER is chosen low enough for reliable
performance using a high-rate channel code with relatively low
decoding complexity and requires SNR of 9.7 dB for a SISO
AWGN link. This now becomes our target output SINR at the
output of the LMMSE receiver for an edge user.

A. Analytical Prediction

Using the noise enhancement bounds computed for the ideal
system, for a target output SINR of 9.7 dB, the matched filter
bound for an edge user, SNR

mf(g+σ2
th)

edge , should be at least
12.7 dB and 9.7 dB for β = 1/2 and β = 1/16, respectively.
We can now infer the minimum ADC precision required for
these loads since the matched filter bounds must exceed the
preceding targets for the corresponding nonlinearities. Table
I shows intrinsic SNRs, and the corresponding matched filter
bounds, for ADC alone. We conclude that ADC precision of
at least 4 bits is required for β = 1/2, while a precision of 2
bits or more is required for β = 1/16. We can characterize the
requirements for the RF nonlinearity similarly by cascading it
with the ADC.

B. Simulation Results

We now show that simulations match our analytical predic-
tions. Fig. 5 (a) shows the BER attained by 95% of the mobiles
versus the SNRedge =

NA2
100m

σ2
th

. Clearly, our target BER can
be obtained using 4 or 5 bits of ADC precision, but not with
3 bits. A system with 4-bit ADCs requires 2 dB higher SNR
(i.e., 2 dB higher transmitted power) than one with 5-bit ADCs.
Fig. 5 (c) shows how the required SNRedge varies with the
normalized IIP3 when the RF nonlinearity is cascaded with
the ADC. IIP3 of 15-16 dB is enough to be within 1dB of the
performance with ADC only.

The matched filter bound in (8) clearly shows the perfor-
mance degradation due to nonlinearities at high load factors.
Thus, one approach to relaxing hardware specifications, both
for the RF nonlinearity and the ADC, is to reduce the load
factor. Figs. 5 (b) and (c) show, for example, that a 3-bit ADC
with 8 dB IIP3 suffices when the load factor is reduced to
β = 1

16 , with only a 1.7 dB higher requirement on transmitted
power relative to an ideal system.

Table II summarizes our design prescriptions for the system
considered here.

Table II: Requirements on ADC precision, IIP3, and SNRedge

to attain 10−3 of raw BER for 95% of the mobiles. SNRADC
edge

and SNRIdeal
edge refer to the edge SNR needed in the presence

of the ADC only, and in the ideal system, respectively.

β k IIP3 SNRedge SNRADC
edge SNRIdeal

edge

1/2 4 16 dB 16.2 dB 15.6 dB 12.7 dB
1/2 5 15 dB 14.4 dB 13.7 dB 12.7 dB
1/16 2 9 dB 13.4 dB 12.6 dB 9.7 dB
1/16 3 8 dB 11.4 dB 10.6 dB 9.7 dB

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have provided an analytical framework
for deriving hardware specifications in all-digital mmWave
massive MIMO, with design prescriptions which closely match
those obtained by simulations. Our analysis shows that linear-
ity requirements increase with the load factor. For example,
4-5 bit ADC precision with 16-15 dB of normalized IIP3 is
needed for a load factor of β = 1

2 , whereas only 2-3 bits of
ADC precision and 9-8 dB of normalized IIP3 are required
when we reduce the load factor to β = 1

16 . The hardware
designer is thus left with the following question, which can
only be answered in a specific context. For a given number of
simultaneous users, which is more attractive: using a moderate
number of RF chains with moderate quality, or using a large
number of lower-quality RF chains?
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